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Introduction
I started writing this application as something that would be useful to me. Since that it has
grown and I am rather pleased with it. It is an aid to marine navigation and must be used in
conjunction with charts that are printed on that white stuff that is called (so I’m told) paper.

Version2 - free and full versions
The Navigator1 version of this app, both free and full (paid) were been very well received.
The full version of the Navigator 2 incorporates pretty much all the feedback I have received
from the free version.
The free version is adequate for most purposes, but has some features removed. Where a
feature is not available in the free version that is indicated in this document. The
modernisation includes:
•

•
•
•
•
•

Completely rewritten user interface being the navigator into the modern world
(Android 6, including the new Android6 security model) and the new Android5 and
Android 6 user interface components (backwards compatible to Android 4).
At the same time, I have taken care to preserve the look and feel of the original.
Existing users should not feel lost.
Rapid entry mode for new waypoints.
Flashlight (Android5 users onwards have one; Android4 users do not. Until now).
Substantially re-factored code to make the app leaner, meaner and faster.
Limited support for GPX files (a common XML based interchange format used by
many navigation devices). Waypoints or individual routes can be exported as GPX
files.

Features
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Designed by and for a sailor. You may find that some of the layouts look “big and
blobby” at first sight, but I know such layouts work at sea. Small and fiddly layouts
do not.
I think the log feature (please see later bullet points) is refined to the point you could
do away with paper logs completely. I do.
Store unlimited waypoints (40 in the free version).
View waypoints alphabetically of by distance from your current position.
Waypoints can have notes associated with them.
Waypoints can be exported and viewed on Google Earth (free to download) or as
GPX file format (GPX support is not available in the free version).
Display range and bearing to a waypoint.
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•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Routes are included. A route represents an ordered list of waypoints, usually
representing a series of turn points leading to a destination. A route can be
exported and viewed on Google Earth or as GPX file format. (Routes are not available
in the free version)
When a waypoint is reached, a waypoint alarm can advance you to the next
waypoint in a route.
ETA to waypoint and VMG to waypoint are now available. (Not available in the free
version).
Cross track error now included, intended for coastal navigation not for great circle
navigation. (Not available in the free version).
Make logs of where you have been, which you can annotate with comments and
other relevant data.
Once started, the log, anchor and waypoint alarm services will continue to run, even
if you quit the main navigator application. They will continue to run while you make
phone calls or use your phone for email, Internet browsing or pretty much anything
else.
View logs as display on the phone.
Share logs with Google Google Earth either on your phone or desktop computer.
Engine hours are added to the log service. If you are a sailing boat, just check a box
while your engine is running end engine hours are recorded.
Crew on watch can now be selected; hours are now logged.
The log service has a pause facility.
Logs can be exported and shared (by email) either as KML documents (viewable with
Google Earth) or HTML documents (viewable in any web browser).
A barometer monitoring service is available for phones that support a barometer
sensor (not many phones do). You can view barometer readings recorded for the
last three days, and the barometer service continued to run if you leave the app,
make phone calls or whatever.
Limited support for GPX files. GPX is an XML based file format is used as an
interchange format by many manufacturers. At present waypoints only can be
imported or exported. (Not available in the free version).
Anchor watch alarm service. Alerts you if you have moved more than a pre-defined
distance.
Anchor alarm has had a major overhaul. This app can how send text messages to
another phone if your boat should start moving. Of, if the anchor alarm is set, you
can send this app a text from a second phone to enquire where your boat is; this app
will respond with a text message (Not available in the free version). This feature is
not intended to be a substitute for keeping a proper anchor watch, especially if your
boat is left unattended in a location where the anchor is likely to drag.
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•
•

Limited text to speech on the "Waypoints" view. Course over ground, speed over
ground, course to waypoint and cross track error can be spoken.
Near waypoint alarm service

What this Application is not
It is not a chart plotter. This application is intended for marine navigation. Although it could
be used by cyclists, ramblers and others, that isn’t the main intention. It does not display
digitised charts, nor does it show you a Google Map view with your position displayed on it.
I believe it is highly irresponsible to encourage the use of Google maps to navigate boats.
Even in rivers and estuaries, Google maps contain no semantics for marine navigation
whatsoever; no lights and marks, depths, rocks etc.
This application does allow you to send logs you have made to Google Maps, though, but
only after you have completed the trip.

Migrating Data from Previous Versions of this App
If you have a previous version of this app on your device, the waypoints, routes and logs are
stored in the same (public) folder. This app should detect them and work with them in a
completely seamless way. Don't run both old and new apps at once, though, otherwise odd
things may happen.

To Migrate your Data to a Different Device
Data migration is not automatic. The short of it is that the data is stored in a folder
"Android/data/MadMuttNavigator". All you need to is to migrate this folder from the old
device to the new. On some Android devices the filing system can be viewed from a
"proper" computer when connected through a USB cable.
Otherwise you will need a file manager. I have used a couple of free file managers from
Google Play (neither are anything to do with me) from AVG and one called the "OI file
manager". You must use the file manager to
•
•
•

Zip up the folder MadMuttNavigator into a single zip archive.
Transfer the zip archive to your new device. Use Bluetooth, email it to yourself,
there are several ways to achieve this.
Use a file manager to unzip your archive and restore the folder MadMuttNavigator in
the folder "Android/data".
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Power Management
This app is a power hungry app. Many features, such as the anchor alarm and the log
service, force a wake lock (which prevents the phone sleeping). To get the best from this
app, you need to have an arrangement for charging your phone on board your boat. I use a
cheap 12V adapter designed for in-car use.

Permissions and Android6 Security Model
Before Android6 apps asked for permission they need to do various tasks; you would have
to agree to these permissions when the app was installed. You would have to agree to all
permissions or none; it wasn't possible to be selective.
In Android6 an app will ask you for the permissions it needs when it is installed, as before.
In addition, it will ask for permissions it needs when first started, and at various other points
while it is running. You can be much more selective about the permissions you accept.
This app needs the following permissions to run:
Permissions Android deems Dangerous (Android6 users can switch them off)
android.permission.ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION

In Android jargon "fine location" means your device's GPS. The app is a marine
navigator app; it can't work in any meaningful way without this permission.
android.permission.WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE

This permission allows the app to create files and folders on your device's filing
system. The app creates a folder in which it keeps everything, waypoints, routes,
logs in the public place Android/data/MadMuttNavigator. The reason for this is that
a boat's log should be regarded as a public document (and many authorities have the
right to inspect it). The app can't work in any meaningful way without this
permission. If you switch this permission of after the app has accepted it, you risk
losing of corrupting all your waypoints, routes and logs.
android.permission.SEND_SMS and android.permission.RECEIVE_SMS"

These permissions are only required for the anchor alarm. The app is capable of
sending a text to another phone if your boat moves. If you don't use this feature,
these permissions can safely be switched off. (permission not asked for in the free
version as this feature is not available in the free version).
android.permission.CAMERA and android.permission.FLASHLIGHT

These permissions are required only for the flashlight feature. Those with Android5
onwards have a flashlight built in. Those still on Android4 may appreciate it. This
permission can safely be switched off is you don't use the flashlight.
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Permissions Android deems not Dangerous (you can't switch these off)
android.permission.WAKE_LOCK

The app can force a wake lock, which prevents your device from sleeping fully and
increases battery drain. All services (anchor alarm, log, waypoint alarm, barometer)
force a wake lock. You can also use the preferences to allow the app to force a wake
lock, which means the screen will dim but not blank.
com.android.vending.CHECK_LICENSE

Used to check that the app is licensed on your device.

Acquiring your location
Android has several location services; this app disables all except the GPS. Therefore if the
app is to function, your device must have a GPS and the GPS must be enabled. If the GPS
isn't enabled, the app will direct you to the settings to do so.
The GPS is slow to acquire a position; it can take quite a few minutes. The reason for using
GPS only is that I am confident the position it returns is correct. Android's other location
services use mobile networks and nearby wi-fi access points to deduce where the device is.
These location services are almost instant, but can be quite inaccurate in remote areas;
sometimes several miles out. Therefore I don't use non-GPS based location services.
No mobile network coverage is necessary to get a GPS position, it should work anywhere in
the world and far from land. But your device must have a clear view of the sky. I find that
the app works well down below on our own (GRP) boat; wooden boats should present no
problem either. The app probably will not work below on steel and aluminium boats, and is
unlikely to get a position inside buildings.
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User Interface Conventions
This app conforms to the usual user interface conventions for Android 6 and works on as old
as Android 4.0 (API15). Most views scroll, a short touch will select and a, touch and hold will
often expand. Some views, notably the track view and the anchor alarm movement view,
support the “usual” Android scroll and pinch-to-zoom gestures.
I am using the new Android6 "AppCompat" components, which are supposed to be
backwards compatible to Android 4.0 (and earlier). I have been struggling to get the
components to play nicely on Android 4, do report any problems.;
There are two main navigation modes, controllable from the "preferences" view. The
preferences are accessible by touching any of the "action overflows" (the three vertical
dots).
Navigation mode 1: Top Tab Bar

The main functions are accessible from six tabs. Swipe the tab bar left or right for more
tabs. Just touch the tab to select the display you want. Alternatively, the individual views
can be swiped left or right, with the exception of the track tab. The swipe behaviour of the
track tab can be controlled from the preferences activity.

Swipe
← →

Menu bar actions. These
change depending on tab
selected

“Action overflow”
More actions
including
preferences

All displays are (I hope) contained within scrollable views. If your phone can’t display
everything try scrolling up / down.
Tabs themselves can be swiped left / right as well. The preferences view can be used to
disable the behaviour that allows you to swipe between many of the tabs. The swipe
behaviour on the track tab only can also be disabled as the horizontal swipe on the track tab
can be confused as scrolling the map sideways.
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Navigation mode 2: Navigation Drawer

The main functions are still accessible from six swipeable tabs. The top tab bar (which takes
quite a bit of space on devices with small screens) is replaced with a navigation drawer. To
access the navigation drawer, touch the three vertical bars (top left) or drag the navigation
drawer out from the left.
Touch any of the six main functions, "Status",
"Waypoint", "Log", "Track", "Alarms" and "extras".
You can also swipe between any of the six main tabs. The
swipe behaviour on the track tab only can also be
disabled as the horizontal swipe on the track tab can be
confused as scrolling the map sideways. Use the
preferences view to do this.

A Note on Notifications

The background services (e.g. the log service) put
notifications with icons such as
(the log service
notification) in your notification bar at the top of the
Swipe to draw out
screen. In older versions of Android these are shown in
colour. A green colour indicates a healthy service; a red
icon indicates a problem. In Android 6 onwards, the icons are likely to be displayed in
monochrome. The red/green status can be seen by swiping the notification bar downwards
to reveal the full notification (which you can also touch to navigate to the relevant service).
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Status Tab
The status display speaks for itself. SOG and COG
represent Speed Over Ground and Course Over Ground, as
measured by the phone’s GPS. Speeds can be displayed in
knots, MPH or KPH. Bearings can be displayed as decimals
or (as here) degrees and minutes. And you can select
between true North (shown here) and magnetic North
using the preferences view.
Action Bar Options and Action Overflows

•
•
•
•

Preferences
Satellite Status
About
Email the
developer

May appear as
actions on your
action bar

The preferences menu allows you to choose such things as
speed and distance unite, true or magnetic north and much more.
The Satellite Status display (right) can only be reached using the
action overflows while displaying the status display. To the right
is a display for a poor signal. The green bars represent satellites
that are used in the position fix. The yellow bars represent
satellites that are visible but which are not used in the fix. The
length of the bar represents signal strength. Under ideal
conditions, more visible satellites should be represented by
green bars.
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Waypoint Tab
Here is the waypoint display. The course over the
ground (COG) and speed over the ground (SOG) are
both derived from the phone’s GPS.
If a route is sleeted, the current waypoint represents a
waypoint in within the current route.
If a route is selected, the only control of the current
waypoint you have is to change waypoints within the
current route by using the “<<” and “>>” buttons.
You can only change the current waypoint to a
waypoint not within the current route by clearing the
current route. You clear the current route using the
action overflows.
The updated version (September 2016) has tried to
de-clutter the display by allowing you to expand of collapse waypoint and route
information.
The ETA (Estimated Time of Arrival) to the current waypoint is also shown. (Not available in
the free version).
“ETA cur” is based on the current course and speed. (Not available in the free version).
“ETA avg” is based on the course and speed averaged over the last 15 minutes. (Not
available in the free version). For this to work, you need the log service running, as it is the
log service that records what your boat has recently done. On the screen-grab above right,
the log service is not running.

Cross Track Error. (Not available in the free version).
The display includes a cross track error display. The direction of the ">>" and "<<" indicate
the direction of the cross track error. To minimise the error, turn away from the direction
of the arrow.
The "↑" or"↓" after the error indicates if the error is increasing or decreasing. Please
note that the majority of the geometry calculations in this navigator are performed by
Android's location service and are computed using great circle geometry. The cross track
error is calculated using flat surface (rhumb line) geometry. Over long distances these give
different results, and the differences become more significant the further from the equator
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you go. As a very crude rule of thumb, the figures will be accurate for voyages of 1,000 nm
or so. your distance to the current waypoint is greater than this, the cross track error and
ETA turn yellow, as a reminder.
If your phone has a magnetic sensor, the compass direction in which your phone is pointing.
This last number only has meaning if the phone is aligned with your boat. I have found that
the phone’s own magnetic sensor is not very reliable and is easily distracted.
There is also a waypoint alarms feature, whereby you can be alerted when you are within a
pre-defined distance of a waypoint. The alarm is an Android service; it will remain active of
you quit the navigator app, even if you make a phone call. This feature is accessed through
the alarms tab.
Action Bar Options and Action Overflows

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

}

Show Waypoints (Wpts)
These may appear as actions on
your action bar, depending on the
Show Routes (Routes)
resolution of your device.
New Waypoint (+)
Clear current route (allows you to select waypoints that aren’t in the current route).
Zero cross track error.
Share Waypoints (now includes GPX format except in free version)
Import GPX File (Not available in the free version).
Preferences

Preferences
The preferences view allows you to choose such things as
speed and distance units, true or magnetic north and much
more.

New Waypoint
The standard display is shown on the right. The display looks
slightly different depending whether you are using degrees as
a decimal (not default option) or in degrees with minutes
expressed as a decimal (this is the form expressed in most
pilot books). The latter is the standard display which is shown
on the right. Enter 50⁰12.3’ in the two boxes as shown. The
navigator does not currently support Sexagesimal (degrees,
minutes, seconds) data entry.
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Waypoint names have to be unique; if you already have a waypoint names “Fowey”, you will
not be allowed to save another one with that name.
Don't enter negative numbers; use the spinners to select North, South (for latitude) East or
West (for longitude).
To automatically enter the latitude and longitude using your current position, press the “use
current position” button. The current position has a life which you can adjust through the
application preferences. You can’t use many features, including the “use current position”
button, if the current position is out of date, which almost certainly means that you have no
GPS signal.
An unlimited number of waypoints are allowed in the full version. Also, an additional
“notes” button allows you to make notes about a waypoint.

New Waypoint rapid entry
Press "Rapid Entry" action to reveal the display on the
right.
As with standard entry, latitude and longitude are
expresses in degrees with minutes expressed as a
decimal.
This mode enables faster, but possible more error
prone, data entry.
Latitude must be entered as a 4 digits followed by a
decimal. Therefore the latitude 50⁰12.3’ is entered as
5012.3. Leading zeros must be included.
Longitude is entered as 5 digits followed as a decimal.
Leading zeros must be included, so 4⁰3.11’ is entered
00403.11. If in doubt press the action "Normal Entry" to
revert to the standard entry mode.

You can also use the Preferences action to change how data is entered; which allows you to
enter latitude and longitudes as decimal numbers. I find pilot books never express
waypoints in this way, but data taken from other devices or, say, Google Earth may express
latitude and longitudes as decimal numbers.
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Show Waypoints
The display is shown on the right. The waypoints can be
ordered either alphabetically or by proximity to your
current position (but only if your phone can get a GPS
signal). Use the actions at the top choose which you
want. Costing by closeness (proximity) only works if the
device can find your position.
The view is a scrollable view, drag the list or to fling it up
or down.
Touch a waypoint to select it as the current waypoint
(you will be returned to the waypoint tab).
Long touch a waypoint and you will get a menu of other
things you can do (this is a common convention in
Android apps). This will show the menu at the bottom
right.
I hope most of these options speak for
themselves. The only one that needs a little
explanation is the one titled “Centre track view
waypoint”. This option applies to the track view
and centres the view on the waypoint you
selected.
You can also view annotations you made about
your waypoint.
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on
tab,

Share Waypoints (export)
Although I don’t encourage the use of Google Earth for
marine navigation, seeing your waypoints on Google Earth
is a useful visual check that you have transcribed them
correctly. It has showed me that one waypoint I entered
in advance was about 5 miles out.
You access the feature through the action overflows on
the “Waypoints” tab.
You get another view which allows you to choose how you
want to share your waypoints. At present, you have to
share all waypoints; you can’t select particular ones.
You can either share your waypoints by email in which
case you can export as a KML document (these documents
can be viewed using Google Earth) or as a GPX file. (GPX
support not available in the free version).
Most people will prefer to share by email. This option will
start your phone’s native email client; just follow your
nose.
If you select “view with Google Earth” then your log will be displayed in Google Earth if you
have previously installed Google Earth on your phone. My preference it to email the KML
document to a desktop computer and view it there. Your waypoints will be displayed as
blue pins.
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Importing Waypoints from GPX file (not available in the free version).
At present only waypoints can be imported from GPX
files. Please email the developer if you would like the
support for GPX files extended.
You need to get the GPX file onto your Android device.
Probably the easiest way to email the GPX file (as an
attachment) to yourself, and save the attachment. It is
likely the attachment will be saved in your device's
"Download" folder.
From the "Waypoint" tab select the action overflow
"Import GPX file". You will see the mostly hidden view
on your right . If the file you want is in the list opposite
just touch it.
(If that doesn't work you will need to install a file
manager. You will find many free file managers
on Google Play. I use a free one called the "OI file
manager" (nothing to do with me)
If you have a file manager installed, you will see a
view like the one above on the right. Initially you
will be taken to the "Download" folder; if you
can't find your GPX file there you may have to do
some looking. Once you have found the file you
want touch it to select and then touch "pick file"
indicated by the arrow.)
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The next view should be the one
on the right. it just confirms the
file you have picked (and shows a
full path to the file, which is
"fells_loop.gpx").

Check this box to use
comments as names
of waypoints

It may be helpful to check "use comments as names".
Many devices use abbreviated names for waypoints. The
Mutt Navigator prefers to represent waypoint names in a
more human friendly way. Checking the “use comments as
names" uses the GPX comment attribute as the waypoint's
name.
If the path and name are correct, touch the "Import"
button.
You're on the home run. If the GPX file can be
imported, you will see the view on the right. The list of
waypoints that were imported scrolls if there are many.
One of the rules about waypoints with this app is that
their names have to be unique. Waypoints with a name
that already exist will have a number appended, as
shown here.
If you are happy with what will be incorporated into the
navigator’s list of waypoints, touch import.
Please check first, though, the incorporation operation
cannot easily be reversed.
After the import, I suggest you export all waypoints as a
KML document (shown on page 16) and view then with
Google Earth. Although I don't advocate the use of
Google Earth for navigation, it will enable you to
visually check that the waypoints are in an appropriate
place.
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Routes (not available in the free version).
Routes are accessed from the waypoint tab using the
actions on the action bar.
You will be taken to what looks like a blank screen with
the message “No routes”. Use the action overflows (may
appear as a "+" on the action bar) to create a new route.
Here is a display with a few I made. As with waypoints,
routes can be sorted either by name or by proximity (to
the starting waypoint), enabling you to locate the nearest
routes quickly.
To select a route, just touch it. However, you will find
that you can’t select a route until it has some waypoints
in it. To add waypoints to a route you must edit that
route. Long touch the route and a menu like the
one on the right will appear. Select “edit route”,
though you can use the same menu to delete a
route or make a new one.
Use the action bar to add a waypoint. You will
be taken back to the list of waypoints you have
already seen. Touch the waypoint and it will be
added to the route you are editing.
You can also long touch on a waypoint and use
the rather crude “insert waypoint before me” or
“insert waypoint after me” options.
You can’t have the same waypoints adjacent to
itself in a route, but a waypoint can appear many
times in a route as long as it isn’t adjacent to
itself.
You can’t edit the current route; you will have to
either clear the current route (action overflow on
the waypoint tab) or select a different route.
The "share route" can export the selected route as either KML (to be viewed on Google
Earth) of GPX format in exactly the same way as a waypoint can.
Once a route is populated with waypoints, the current waypoint and other information is
shown in the "Waypoint" tab as described on page 12.
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Text to speech
This feature is still at an early stage. Certain information is spoken using Androids text to
speech service. At the moment the feature only works in the "Waypoints" tab. The feature
is enabled through the Preferences view (down the bottom).
At the moment, each tab speaks its name, and the "Waypoints" tab speaks the selected
waypoint once only, then the course over ground, speed over ground, course to waypoint
and cross track error, repeated roughly every 20 seconds. Although intended for visually
impaired sailors, this feature may have other uses, particularly on night passages
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Log Tab
When you press the log tab you will be shown a display
like that on the right. The engine hours shown represent
total engine hours recorded. Hours for each log are also
calculated and are shown at the end of each log.
Start by entering a log name. The log name becomes a
file, so be careful of using characters that are illegal in file
names. Stick to letters, spaces and numbers.
You can change the vessel particulars either with a long
touch on “Vessel Name” or
use the action overflow.
You can also record the crew
member on watch. The
names are populated from
the vessel particulars; edit
those as above.

Note the
symbol in the
notification bar,
indicating the log
service is running

Since August 1016, entries are grouped together in
groups of one minute.
Thus if you record that
you have changed a
crew member, change
the wind speed, select
“engine on” and enter a
free text comment
within the space of one
minute, all those will be
grouped together in a
single log entry. This
less cluttered to review

Touch the "Entries"
button to view recent
log entries. Touch
"Hide" to restore the
previous view.

makes the log entries much
at a later date.

Recent entries can
be viewed by
touching this
button
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Action Bar Options and Action Overflows

Show previously Recorded Logs.
These may appear as actions on
your action bar, depending on the
• Zero total engine hours
resolution of your device.
• Preferences
If you press the “Start logging” button, you will be shown a different view as right. The log

}

service will only start if your phone has a GPS signal. The
symbol in the notification bar
indicates the log service is running. Your progress will now be recorded at an interval preset in the preferences layout. Even if you quit the navigator app, take a phone call, browse
the web or pretty much anything else, the log service will run until you cancel it. You can do
this either by pressing the “Stop Logging” button on the log tab, which will then revert to its
“Start logging” view, or by swiping the notification bar downwards (may be upwards on
some tablets) and clicking on the log service. Or you can return to the “logging” tab and
press the “Stop Logging” button.
You can also update your log, things like wind speed and direction at any time, or add your
own comment. Your position will be automatically recorded anyway. The comment is for
your own annotations for your own records, e.g. “wind has died”.
You can check the “engine on” box, and your engine hours are recorded for the log. If you
hoist the sails and switch the engine off, uncheck the same box. A comment is added to
your log every time you do this.
You can also change the crew on watch. A comment is added to your log every time you do
this. At the end of the voyage, the hours logged by each member on watch are recorded.
The crew is taken from your vessel particulars. To add crew, you must edit your vessel
particulars before you start the log.
And finally, the log service may insert an alarm condition into the notification bar. This is
shown with the red log symbol .
Alarms are generated for one of two reasons.
•
•

The GPS signal has been lost
No movement has been detected for a period you can set in the preferences layout.

The second of these will automatically cancel if you start moving again.
Otherwise you will have to stop the log service and re-start it when you have a GPS signal
again.
You can control the life of a GPS fix (the time until an alarm is raised) using the preferences
display.
Finally, the display on the fight is scrollable; drag it up and down using your finger. You will
see that the duration of your journey, and distance covered over the ground, and the
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shortest distance between your starting and ending points are displayed. The distance
covered is approximate and is calculated by add up your distance travelled over 30 second
intervals (adjustable in the preferences layout). The shortest distance between the start
and end points assumes ducks fly a great circle route; I don’t know if this is really true (but
the distance is calculated as a great circle). In the display above, engine hours are only
visible if you scroll the display.

Viewing Previously Recorded Logs
It is only possible to view previously recorded logs when you
are in the “Start logging” view. It is not possible to view
previously recorded logs while recording a log.
Touch “show logs” on the log tab. You will see a display like
that on the right. You can now use the actions on the action
bar to show your logs either alphabetically or (as shown) by
date recorded, with the most recent shown at the top.
The display is scrollable; drag it up and down with your
finger.

Touch a log entry to see a summary for that log
(right).
The top panel can be scrolled up and down with
your finger to show a summary of the log. Vessel
name, crew, journey time, total distance
travelled and distance between start and end
point,
again assuming
in great
As of
version
1.18, theducks
startflyand
endcircles
of the voyage,
once
again.
As
of
April
2014,
the
total
hours
together with automatic log entries are added to the
logged by each crew on watch are displayed.
Popeye the sailor man indicates the crew on
watch. Only when there is a change of watch.

view on the right. These are generated by the viewer
and will be generated for existing logs. Use the
preferences view to control these automated entries,
or to switch them off.

Indicates an annotation (comment) added to the
log.
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Indicates
engine is
on.

The bottom panel also scrolls. By default, only log entries with a comment you added are
shown. Use the action overflows to show all entries. I suggest you stick with the default
view.
In addition, automatically generated comments are generated. Bu default, one auto
generated entry is generated every 30 minutes. You can control this from the preferences
view. These automatically generated comments are not recorded in the log; they are
generated from it.
Maybe this isn’t so interesting, however it does count as a record of your voyage, and all
yachts are required to keep such records. So maybe you will want to show your log on, say,
Google Earth or to export it to another computer in a different format. If that’s the case,
read on.

Sharing Previously Recorded Logs
Return to the List View at the top of page 9. Long touch on
a log that interests you, and the menu on the right appears.
I hope it is self-explanatory.
Select “Share Log”. You get another view which allows you
to choose how you want to share your log. Whichever
option you select, the log will be exported as a KML
document. These documents can be viewed using Google
Earth, which you have to install separately, preferably on a
desktop computer.
Most people will prefer to share by email. This option will
start your phone’s native email client; just follow
your nose.
If you select “share with Google Earth” then your
log will be displayed in Google Earth if you have
previously installed Google Earth on your phone.
My preference it to email the log to a desktop
computer and view it there.

Share by Email
If you select "Share by email" you get the choice of
exporting your app as either HTML or KML:
KML: This document format is understood by,
amongst others, Google Earth (free to download).
You can view your track together annotations.
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Share by Bluetooth (not available in the free version)
Useful if you have no Internet connection; you don’t need the Internet to connect to
another Bluetooth enabled device.

Additional KML Options
•
•

"Export comments as pins" will show any annotations (comments) you added to your
log as pretty pictures of yachts. You can click on these and view your annotations.
"Export everything" exports all the data your phone records; you can click at any
point on the track you see on Google Earth. This generated much bigger KML
documents.

In addition, automatically generated comments are generated. By default, one auto
generated entry is generated every 30 minutes. You can control this from the preferences
menu. These automatically generated comments are not recorded in the log; they are
generated from it.
In the best tradition of "Blue Peter" (UK residents of a certain age will understand), here is
one I prepared earlier. This screenshot was taken from Google Earth running on a desktop
computer, not a phone.
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HTML: This document format is understood by all web browsers and many office type tools,
such as Microsoft office.

Additional HTML Options
•

•

"Only entries with comments" will only show entries where you have made
annotations (comments) you added to your log or occasions when there was a
change of crew on watch, or the engine was switched on or off. This is probably
what you want. In addition, automatically generated comments are generated. Bu
default, one auto generated entry is generated every 30 minutes. You can control
this from the preferences view. These automatically generated comments are not
recorded in the log; they are generated from it.
"Export all (not recommended)" exports all the data your phone records; it
generates huge documents most of which will be a repetition of the previous entry
where only the position has changed, and by not much at that.

Compress (not available in the free version)
Files to be transmitted by either email or Bluetooth can be compressed (zipped). This
greatly reduced the size of the attached file.

Location of Exported Documentss
If you use any of these features, the KML or HTML document you create from your log will
be left in a folder “MadMuttMarineNavigator” in the folder “Android/data” of your SD card.
If you connect your phone to a computer you should be able to see your phone, and
therefore this folder, as a mass storage device (not all devices appear to support this).
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Track Tab
This view shows your track relative to your waypoints. It is
not intended to be a chart plotter view; it simply shows
your track relative to any waypoints you have defined.
Use your finger to scroll about, and the usual Android
pinch gestures to zoom on or out.

Action Bar Options and Action Overflows

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

}

Ship to Centre
These may appear as actions on
Waypoint to centre
your action bar, depending on the
Phone up / North up
resolution of your device.
Show existing log (on track)
Show current waypoint only
Show waypoints in route only (only available if a routs is selected)
Zero cross track error
Preferences

“Ship to Centre” centres the view on the vessel’s current position. The ship is shown as a
green dot with a line indicating its current course over the ground.
"Waypoint to centre" centres the view on the current waypoint (you will be taken to a list of
waypoints; select the one on which you want to centre the view.
Phone up / North up. The default is North Up, where North is always facing upwards on the
display. In Phone up mode, the display is oriented to be consistent with your phone, e.g.
the waypoints will be represented in the directions that they are, irrespective of how your
phone is oriented. So a waypoint due East of you should always be shown due East,
however your phone is oriented. Use this with extreme caution; I find my phone’s compass
inaccurate and easily distracted.
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Show existing track on log allows you to overlay a previously recorded log on your current
track. I find this particularly useful when entering a river I have previously entered (by day)
either at night or in bad visibility. That way I can re-trace a known safe route.
Show current waypoint only: sometimes the display can get very cluttered, this allows you
to show only the current waypoint (which you can set though the waypoint tab).
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Alarms Tab
Alarms can only be set of your phone has a GPS signal.

MOB
Man Overboard. This simply creates a new waypoint
named “MOB” using your current position, sets the
current position to that waypoint and selects the
“waypoints” tab.

Anchor Alarm
Select a distance and check the anchor alarm box. The
distance represents … and can’t be changed once the
alarm is set. Distances are always in meters and can’t be
changed in the app’s preferences. Distances under 50m
are likely to give false positives. I find with my phone, a
Galaxy Nexus, the GPS can report a change in position of
tens of metres, even when the phone has definitely not
moved. That added to the swing about your anchor, you could easily have 20m of chain
deployed, which gives you a circle of 40m, means that small numbers should be avoided if
you don’t want to be disturbed by false positive alerts.
The anchor alarm is an Android service. Once set it should remain running if you quit the
marine navigator app, take a phone call or pretty much whatever. There will be a
notification in the notification bar indicating that the service is running.
Once the alarm is set, you can press the “Show Anchor Alarm movement” button. This
shows the anchor and boat relative to each other, and also records a blue circle
representing the boat’s position at 15 minute intervals.
The anchor alarm is also deliberately slow to react; I hate being woken by false positive
alarms.
At present, you have to move for more than the alarm distance for more than a pre-set
period of time. That period of time defaults to 5 minutes and can set using the app’s
preferences, look for “anchor alarm move time”.
So, if you set the alarm distance to 50 metres, you have to move by more than 50 metres for
more than 5 minutes for the alarm to sound.
The algorithm is still being refined; currently your position of averaged over many GPS fixes.
And finally, the anchor alarm is not intended to be a substitute for maintaining an anchor watch.
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Sending SMS texts on Anchor Alarm (no longer available due to Google
policy change)
A cool feature of this app is that it can send an SMS text to another phone if the anchor
alarm should sound. You have to leave your phone on the boat and nominate a second
phone to receive the texts, of course. You select the phone number to send SMS text
messages to using the preferences view, you get at that via the action overflow.
Please note the send test text button is only enabled when the "send text" checkbox is
checked.
Of you check the "send text" checkbox you will be reminded in a very in your face manner
that sending SMS texts costs money. The cost is variable, however if you are not in your
home country it can be considerable.
Your phone will send a message to the nominated phone at an interval determined by the
setting “Time to repeat SMS Text” in the preferences view.
You can also control the app from another mobile phone by texting the following messages
to the phone on which the anchor alarm is deployed. Case is not important.
“MM Stop”
Stops the repeat text messages. You will get a confirmation text, though, just in case the
message was sent in error.
“MM Where”
Replies with a text telling you where your boat is and how far it has moved since the anchor
alarm was set. The format is dependent on the preferences you have chosen, but of you
are using degrees and minutes, I have had to substitute the "0" symbol for a “D”.
These messages only work if the anchor alarm service is running. Also, the reply is always
sent to the phone number you gave in "preferences". The reply isn't sent to the phone that
sent the messages below. This is to stop a 3rd party, say a premium rate number, texting
your phone and causing it to sent replies at a premium rate.
Please Note
Test this feature in advance. Some SMS apps grab all incoming texts for themselves and
won’t re-broadcast them. Such apps will stop these features of this app from working. This
app will re-broadcast any text messages it intercepts other than the above two.
Disclaimer
Yes, another disclaimer; sorry. No responsibility can be taken for messages that were never
sent or never delivered and any consequences of such failure. In addition, no liability can
be accepted for the cost of any SMS text messages that this app sends. If you are not in
your home country, the cost of sending a text message can be high.
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Waypoint Alarm
This alarm sounds when you are within a pre-set distance from your current waypoint,
which can be seen and changed using the “waypoints” tab. Check the box to set it. The
waypoint alarm is an Android service. Once set it should remain running if you quit the
marine navigator app, take a phone call or pretty much whatever. There will be a
notification in the notification bar indicating that the service is running.

Notification bar.

indicates anchor alarm set.

indicates that the anchor alarm is sounding.
indicates the waypoint alarm is set. The
waypoint sounding is indicated by

.

The Alarms will sound
•
•
•

When the relevant alarm condition applies
If the GPS signal is lost
If the phone’s battery falls below 15%. The alarms must not be regarded as a
substitute for keeping a vigilant watch, but at the same time they should alert you if
the phone’s battery is low.

Alarm Sound
Touch the “Test Alarm Sound” button to hear the alarm sound; a rattling saucepan noise.
The sound uses the phone’s media player and will sound even if the phone is on silent ring.
The sound plays briefly, and subsequently about twice a minute until cancelled. I can’t
stand alarms that “beep beep” incessantly, so this alarm reminds you that it is still there
about twice a minute.

Cancelling Alarms
You can either return to the “alarms: tab and uncheck the relevant check box, or use either
notification (running or alarm) to cancel the alarm. All notifications relating to that alarm
should be removed from the notification bar.
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Extras Tab
Barometer Monitor Service
The barometer service only works on phones that support
a barometer sensor. There aren’t very many at the
moment. If your phone has no barometer, the switch that
would enable you to start the service just displays “no
barometer found”.
Currently this service doesn’t sound an alarm it could
easily do so in the future if the barometric pressure is
falling very rapidly.

The
(intended to be a representation of a
weather front) in the notification bar indicated the
barometer monitor service is running.

The view on the right can be accessed either by pressing
the “view barometer data” button in the “alarms” tab,
or through the notification bar.
Data for approximately the last three days (72 hours) is
recorded, assuming the barometer service has been
running for that long. The scale can be based on the last
24 hours (shown right) or 72 hours. To change, touch
the "72HR" or "24HR" on the action bar.
You can swipe left / right to view historic data. The time
axis always shows 4 hours of data; you can pinch to
zoom in / out on the y (pressure) axis.
If there is enough data to analyse (½ hour minimum)
you get a classification, based on the following:
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Rising or falling slowly:
Rising or falling:
Rising or Falling quickly:
Rising or falling very rapidly:
Steady:
Now Falling:
Now Rising:

Change of 0.1 - 1.5 mb in the last 3 hours.
Change of 1.6 - 3.5 mb in the last 3 hours.
Change of 3.6 to 6 mb in the last 3 hours.
Change of more than 6 mb in the last 3 hours.
Change of less than 0.1 mb in the last 3 hours.
Change from rising to falling within the last 3 hours.
Change from falling to rising within the last 3 hours.
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Cautions
This application has been extensively tested on our own boat on the south coast of England.
It has not been tested anywhere else, though I have simulated data from most parts of the
world.
The scale displayed on the anchor movement view and the track view are approximate; they
shouldn’t be relied on for navigation.
The latitude and longitude come directly from Android’s location service. The exact datum
that Android uses isn’t documented (I can’t find it anyway), though there are references
elsewhere in the developer documentation to the WGS84 datum. It seems to be consistent
with WGS84 charts, but please be warned that your position could be up to 200m out on
charts with different a different datum, or if I am wrong.
Range and bearing to waypoints are also calculated by services provided by Android. This is
what the developer docs have to say on the matter. “Calculate bearing returns the
approximate initial bearing in degrees East of true North when travelling along the shortest
path between this location and the given location. The shortest path is defined using the
WGS84 ellipsoid. Locations that are (nearly) antipodal may produce meaningless results”.
Antipodal locations are locations that are opposite on the globe. I have never tested this
application over distances anywhere near that.

Alarms
The Anchor alarm is NOT intended to be a substitute for maintaining an anchor watch. It is
very much in addition to an anchor watch. It is also deliberately slow to react; I hate being
woken by false positive alarms. And, although I set the anchor alarm service to the highest
level possible that Android accommodates, I cannot guarantee that Android will not kill the
service off, especially if the phone is busy with resource hungry activities, like playing games
or streaming video.
Using any of the services, log, waypoint alarm or anchor alarm, is a power hungry activity
and is likely to drain your battery fast. I can charge my phone from 12V; I suggest you
arrange for charging if you’re serious about using features like the anchor alarm.
All services monitor the state of the battery and will alert you (through a notification) when
the battery is low. Cancelling the battery alarm will also cancel the alarm you set; I would
like to leave a little fuel in the tank for emergencies.
Anyway, enough of the scary stuff. Use, enjoy, and let me know what you think.
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Technical
Chart Datum and Navigation
The navigator takes the GPS position from Android's location service. Google are a little
vague on what datum they use, there are references to WGS84 in their documentation the
app It seems to be consistent with WGS84 charts, but please be warned that your position
could be up to 200m out on charts with different a different datum, or if I am wrong.
Range and location to waypoint use Android's location service and are calculated using great
circle geometry. Cross track error uses a modified rhumb line geometry and therefore
should not be relied on when over large distances. The difference between great circle and
rhumb line navigation is insignificant for coastal sailors (like me).

The Data Folder
The app stores all its data in a public location on your device in the folder
/Android/data/MadMuttNavigator. You can view or even edit these XML documents; the
tags should speak for themselves. Make sure the navigator app is not running before you
manipulate anything directly in this folder. You will find that all white space (un-necessary
spaces and newlines) are removed. If you edit the docs, be aware that the navigator
expects the XML to be machine generated and therefore correctly formed. It may not react
well to malformed XML, and may also react unpredictably if the order of the tags is
changed. Also, the documents "waypoints.xml" and "routes.xml" go as a pair. The app will
not let you break referential integrity, e.g. you can't delete a waypoint that appears in one
or more routes. If you edit the XML directly and break referential integrity odd things will
happen, probably resulting in the loss of routes.
Finally, remove any white space from the XML; the navigator does not expect any white
space.

Times and Dates
The app stores all times and dates as a single long integer, which represents time in
milliseconds since January 1, 1970 00:00:00 GMT. Representing dates and times in this way
is common in the world of both Java and Android, and you will find this long integer in many
of the XML documents the navigator records.
When a date is displayed, the app uses Android's data formatter to convert the long integer
into something human friendly. This conversion uses your phone's locale. I never cross
time zones, but to sailors who regularly do so, this may cause problems, as all your log
entries will appear to change times as you move your phone to a new locale.
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Log entries contain two time and date entries, the first is the original long integer, and the
second is a string, which represents the local time when the log entry was made. Times are
now displayed in GMT with an offset for your current time zone, e.g. GMT+2. When your
log is converted into a KML document shared with, say, Google Earth, then both times (GMT
and the local time the log entry was made) are recorded. I hope this may make things easier
for any sailors who regularly cross time zones.

Contact the Developer
The developer can be emailed here.
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The Mad Mutt
The Mad Mutt, after whom this app is named
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